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The end of commerce platforms as you know them

Quickly deliver new features to market

Rapidly iterate to find your next business model

Improve developer engagement

commercetools offers the industry's first API and cloud-based solution for commerce which is built for use alongside microservices. Use all of our APIs or just the ones you need. Take your business to the next level with commercetools and microservices.
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We at Rewe Group, a 90-year–old international retailer with €52 billion in revenue across 40 brands with more than 12,000 physical stores, are in the midst of an end-to-end digital transformation of our entire business. Our competitors today are technology companies—not other retailers. Innovation through technology is now at the very core of our business. Technology is what gets the right product to the right person, at the right time.

I have long believed that the role of the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Product Officer would merge, as organizations shift focus to a product-oriented mindset. Most CEOs agreed with me but have found it impossible to accomplish because of the legacy enterprise technology that powers business, particularly retail. It is not possible to run an agile business in today's world while running technology that was developed in the 1990's for a different era. Quarterly releases to production are no longer acceptable. Instead, releases to production must occur multiple times a day. It's taken 15 years for a new approach to surface; that new approach is microservices.

Microservices are central to our new approach to commerce. We now draw from an infinite pool of engineering talent across Europe to build hundreds of microservices, all in parallel. The value of microservices to us is innovation. We can quickly assemble teams. Once established, each team can then iterate on a new feature in production over the course of hours rather than the months or even years it would have taken us using the traditional approach. Today's infrastructure is all public cloud-based, which offers limitless elasticity. Teams are now owners of products, with all of the tools required to autonomously innovate.
We now have a large catalog with hundreds of completely reusable “Lego block”–like commerce APIs that can be used to build innovative experiences for our customers. We must be able to adapt quickly to changes in consumer technology. Just 10 years ago, smartphones barely existed. Now they’re crucial to our everyday lives. Microservices allows us to quickly adapt to changes in consumer technology. We can have a new app running in just a few days.

Microservices has been transformational to our business in many ways and we will continue to make deep investments as we transform to be the market leader.

— Jean-Jacques van Oosten  
Chief Digital Officer, Rewe Group  
October 2016
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